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Introduction 

 Chemistry is the scientific study of the structure of substances, how 

they react when combined with one another, and how they behave 

under different conditions. (Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary 7th edition) 

 Chemical reactions produce material(s), with emitting or absorbing 

energy simultaneously. 

 Materials are classified structural materials and functional materials. 
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Why difficult? 

 Structure – property relations 

• A simple scale: elements, functional groups, structure 

 Many exemptions 

• Differences between textbooks and real world 

 Terminology and confidentiality (especially in “lubricant chemistry”) 

• Mostly commercial reason 

• Many abbreviations 

• Some terms indicate “performance” such as FM or AW 

• While others indicate “chemicals” such as PAO or ZDDP  

 



Which is the best oil? 

Mineral oils PAO Vegetable oilsMineral oils Syn-hydrocarbons Vegetable oils

Engines good good no

Food 
machineries acceptable fair good

Mineral oils Syn-hydrocarbons Vegetable oilsMineral oils Syn-hydrocarbons Vegetable oils

Engines good good no

Food 
machineries acceptable fair good

Price reasonable expensive higher than M

Advantage availability purity safety

Drawback impurities ? low stability



Synthetic hydrocarbons 

 Composed of hydrogen and carbon with branching, that are closely 

related to paraffinic oils: compatible to existing materials including 

seals 

 Without ring structure (aromatic or naphthenic hydrocarbons) 

 Poor solvency power is the major drawback 

• Application of performance additives 

• Deposit formation 

 Pour point is higher than mineral oils 

 

Tuning additive structure 

Are syn-HC environmentally 
friendly or biodegradable? 



Green chemistry 

 Definition 

• Green chemistry is the design of chemical products and processes that 

reduce the use and generation of hazardous substances. – P.T.Anastas, 

J.C.Warner: “Green Chemistry” Oxford University Press, 1998. 

 

 “Environmentally friendly chemicals” and “biodegradable materials” are 

only one part of “green chemicals” 
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Biomass potential 
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Advantages of biomass from viewpoint of green chemistry 

Consider which is “greener” 

“Petro” 
naphtha Crude oil 

“Bio” 
naphtha Biomass 

Syn-
hydrocarbons 

Energy consumption 
Carbon footprint 



Summary 

 While syn-HC are not fully “environmentally friendly,” they are 

applicable to most existing tribo-systems with mineral oils, because of 

similarity in chemical structure 

 Syn-HC from biomass are promising candidates in the future 

 R&D of tribo-systems using syn-HC are meaningful 



A brief history of chemistry 

 The origin of chemistry is alchemy in ancient Egypt. “Chêmī” in 

Egyptian means "black technology” 

 Alchemists could not succeed in producing gold from base metals 

 However, they found a lot of empirical technologies 

 Chemists in 21th Century are now approaching the target! 

Etymologically, origin of Au is aurora  
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